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T
he air traffic in the Federal Republic has in the recent past been subjected to considerable drags, not least among them the "work-torule", or "going slow" of the air-safety and control personnel on the ground. Yet, in spite of the "going slow" and setbacks in air traffic to and from Berlin (because of improvements of the facilities for surface transport), 1972, again, showed remarkable growth rates of all sections of air traffic, against the year before. They amounted to between 4.2 p.c. (total passenger traffic) and 8.8 p.c. (air freight).
Looking at the traffic development at the eleven largest German airports, the picture that reveals itself is that Frankfurt-Rhein-Main airport is still by leaps and bounds the biggest air-traffic junction within the territory of the Federal Republic. The international air traffic is in the main directed via the four large airports of DQsseldorf, Frankfurt, Hamburg and Munich. The smaller airports, such as Bremen, SaarbrOcken or Nuremberg, predominantly serve domestic flights. The Berlin airports occupy a special position; as far as traffic volume is concerned they are significantly larger than the majority of airports in the Federal Republic of Germany, but the traffic consists almost exclusively of transit flights between Berlin and the Federal Republic. However, this situation might possibly change one day on the strength of the East-West d6tente.
Inter-Continental Traffic
During the period 1964/1972 the passenger traffic between German and non-European airports has about trebled. By now, overseas flight destinations represent approximately 20 p.c. of the total outgoing passenger air traffic to foreign countries. The traffic to non-European destinations is * HWWA-Instltut fQr Wlrtschaftsforschung (The Hamburg Institute for International Economics). 
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still dominated by regular flights, although a growing tendency towards all-inclusive package-tours is clearly perceptible. According to forecasts, especially by the "Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Verkehrsflugh~.fen" -"ADV" (Working Committee of German Airports), German air traffic will further expand strongly. This development will bring in its wake a particularly intensive further concentration on the airports of Frankfurt, D~isseldorf, Munich and Hamburg. These estimates, then, were the reason for the building of vast extensions of existing airports (Frankfurt) or entirely new ones (Munich-Erding und Hambu rg-Kalten ki rchen). Once the necessity of such works was recognised, the Federal Government had been, and still is, granting investment aid towards the costs. Otherwise, the various airport companies and the Federal Lands, which in most cases are jointpartners of the former, would have been overstrained financially. As things are, the expected strong expansion of air traffic in Germany entails even more complex problems than investment support.
Expansion Obstacles
The development towards larger units of air transportation, the step from normal versions and "stretched" ones to super-planes brings -quite apart from the technically solvable problemsfirst of all the question as to the performance limits of the ground installations. It is feared that many ground installations on German airports, however overdimensional they may still appear today, could very soon prove to be bottlenecks. Experience has taught that traffic development has, in advance calculations, frequently been underestimated so that also in the future capacity limits might be reached quicker than expected.
A further bottleneck circumstance in Germany is, similar to most other populated developed countries, the handling capacity of the air space. 
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There is, on the one hand, the continuously greater traffic density, and, on the other, the air space which cannot be enlarged. The answer to the question as to the air space capacity can only be found in a supra-national air channels coordination and a directing of movements resulting in maximum use of air traffic routes and channels mainly by means of interlocking streams of traffic. On a national basis the first, if only relatively small step of air timetable coordination was taken in Germany in 1971 by the setting-up of a Commission for an Air Traffic Coordinator by the Federal Minister of Transport.
Regional Air Traffic
The domestic air traffic is a rather controversial aspect of German air traffic policy. This part of German air traffic has for a long time been the cinderella of the development because the German Lufthansa having put the emphasis of its efforts until the early or middle sixties on international traffic and looked upon internal traffic at best only as feeder for its international mutes. A number of privately owned regional air companies, partly operated independently and partly as Lufthansa subsidiaries, tried to fill this gap. The over-all result was a but little remunerative internal air traffic net struggling on many routes against the rather fierce competition of good, well organised, and fast, surface connexions.
Also in this case, coordination and harmonisation are required. So, in 1970 the "Commission for the Internal Air Traffic" was given the brief to submit recommendations for the long-term purposeful, structural, practical and organisational formation of the German internal air traffic and thus, simultaneously, to contribute informative and practical basic material for a programme of traffic channels for all means of conveyance. The report, recently submitted, contains some recommendations of importance for the future:
[] in view of the availability, in Germany, of adequate and fast moving means of surface communication, the installation of regional airports and the inauguration of new air connections should be kept within very narrow limits;
[] the internal air traffic should earn its entire operating and administrative costs which means that a cost-orientated price-policy is essential;
[] the existing air companies should continue to maintain regional traffic but aim at the gradual setting up of a unified company for the regional air traffic.
Particularly the last point has met with criticism because, foremostly, of fears that even such a monopoly company would be no guarantee of a profitable operating of the internal German air traffic. What would be required towards this end would be a simultaneous narrowing of the capacity offer which, however, appears to be rather problematic, as far as its realisation is concerned, for reasons of local politics. It should be the aim of regional air traffic in future to gear its policy on becoming a purposeful supplementation of the railways net-work thus pursueing, and taking into consideration, overall-economic aspects more than hitherto.
Traffic Bottlenecks on the Ground
The sacrifice of time caused by the feeder-traffic on the ground is a special problem which does not exist to the same degree in large countries such as most less developed countries. The relatively large time gain, resulting today from high speeds of modern passenger planes, is reduced -and often quite considerably, at that -through waiting time and handling time on the ground as well as the time it takes to reach the airport. Particularly in the Federal Republic, all this represents a serious bottleneck factor for the future development. The building of the four new and large airports will result in an improvement of waiting periods and the time the dispatch and clearance of passengers takes, but there still re- There have in the past been demands for railway links and direct connections between airports and the Autobahnsystem. This concept, however, is not without problems of its own. An air passenger facing the alternative of "public transport or individual transport" will more often than not prefer his own private transport for the journey to the airport. This will at once reduce the chance of an adequate capacity-utilisation of public transport and also certainly not lessen the loss of time through traffic congestion on the roads, particularly during rush hours in the agglomeration centres. So far, no satisfactory concept has been found for the elimination of this bottleneck-factor, which is an obstacle for the air traffic specially over short and medium distances.
Remembering that the average distance of German domestic and international flight-routes is only something between 450 and 500 miles, it becomes obvious that a solution of this problem is an urgent matter. Within the sphere of such flight distances, the time wasted on the ground may well amount to half of the total travelling duration.
The consequence of ceaselessly expanding air traffic is already now a dangerously growing traffic density in the air space available above Germany. Also those responsible for flight safety have repeatedly pointed at this threat. Should this development continue to the same extent as it has prevailed up to now, the air space capacity would be exhausted relatively soon unless, of course, supra-national authorities for the directing of air traffic were put up. The airports, too, might have to face the exhaustion of their takingin capacity in the foreseeable future, especially if and when the building of new airports or the extension of existing ones would have to be postponed because of financial difficulties or, what might very well happen, for reasons of environment protection.
In densely populated areas and therefore also in the Federal Republic of Germany, the crux of the development problems is to be found on the ground. Only when an appropriate feeder-conveyance especially for the large airports has been successfully developed and put to use, will it still be possible to maintain a further on strongly expanding air traffic.
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